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***

Looks like the USA has more terrorist attacks in the pipeline.

US media is now preparing the global public that more terror will emerge under the US
cover of “ISIS-K”.

Moscow rampage reveals ambition, deadly reach of ISIS successor groups

“The Islamic  State quickly  claimed responsibility  for  Friday’s  rampage through the
Crocus City Hall concert venue in Krasnogorsk, a few miles west of central Moscow. U.S.
counterterrorism  officials  believe  it  was  ISIS-K,  specifically,  that  recruited  the  four
gunmen  who  fired  automatic  weapons  at  concertgoers  before  setting  fire  to  the
building, killing at least 139 in one of the deadliest terrorist attacks in the history of
modern Russia.

More attacks may be coming, counterterrorism officials warn. In a development that has
been  largely  overshadowed  by  the  conflicts  in  Ukraine  and  Gaza,  ISIS-K  and  other
regional  groups have been expanding in size and ambition in recent years.” (Joby
Warrick, Robyn Dixon and Souad Mekhennet, The Washington Post, March 25, 2024)

This is typical of US-Western security services. If their cover story and front-organizations
are being revealed, they don’t fold but double down on them to keep them running.

As doubt rises in Russia and the world about the “ISIS-K” as the real perpetrator behind the
heinous attack on Crocus City Hall in Moscow, the CIA will organize new terror inside and
outside of Russia to “prove” that “ISIS-K” is a real thing outside US control. At the same
time, the CIA has unleashed the biggest US mainstream media like Washington Post and the
Wall Street Journal to ridicule Russia and Putin that they couldn’t prevent the attacks and for
pointing to the real western perpetrators behind “ISIS-K”.
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Read how US media enjoy Russia being attacked:

Source: The WaPo

Source: Wall Street Journal
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Former  UK  security  insider  Alastair  Crooke  has  revealed  that  “ISIS-K”  is  an  American
creation. Listen to Alastair Crooke explaining that “ISIS-K” is not real but just a US cover
organization:

The US “fighting terror” is a lie.

Like the US created Taliban, Al Qaeda,  Al Nusra, and other extremist groups, the US created
“ISIS-K” to attack US enemies. For the US, terror is really good, as long as hits US enemies
and doesn’t come back to the USA itself.

At  first,  it  seemed  overwhelming  to  understand  that  the  US  really  engages  such  violent
extremism  and  terrorism  –  but  the  trail  of  the  US  on  the  terror  path  is  overwhelming.

The US supported and used Nazis to gain control over Ukraine in 2014.

That was openly documented in Western media at  the time, though it  has later  been
censored. For 4 years, the US let the ISIS “Khalifat” in Syria and Iraq export enormous
amounts  of  oil  via  clearly  visible  tanker  convoys  through  Syria  to  Türkiye  to  finance  ISIS
fighting Al Assad.

That ISIS also used its oil money to finance terror in Paris, Madrid, and Berlin didn’t bother
the Americans.

The CIA even organized a cover story in one of the big US media was it was so “difficult” for
the US to stop ISIS’ enormous oil exports – pure disinformation from the CIA to whitewash
the US from its support of ISIS.

Only when Russia entered Syria, was the industrial ISIS oil export bombed away. In a few
weeks, Russia stopped the ISIS oil export which the US had let ISIS do for 4 years. The ISIS
oil was sold in Türkiye via the highest ranking people, further indicating that the US also had
a role in the further distribution of the oil financing ISIS’ deadly expansion and atrocities. At
the same time, the US agreed to support Al Qaeda in Syria, also against Al Assad, just using
the new name of Al Nusra. New name, same (US) thing.

And for years, the US has used Ukraine to shelter top ISIS leaders and give them genuine
Ukrainian passports with false identities, even as they continued directing their international
terrorism from Ukrainian soil and under the eyes of Ukraine’s security Service SBU. This was
published in 2019 in the UK, when CIA-SBU ties were firmly established. See this.

The SBU, according to US media, has been built from scratch by the CIA. The predecessor of
the SBU before the Nazi coup in 2014 had too many contacts with Russia, according to US
opinion. So the US appointed its current leader Budanov as chief of a new SBU and led
Budanov to build up and staff the new, now current, SBU from scratch.

Rest assured, that all Western security services are involved in this ring of terror involving
Nazis and Islamic terrorists alike.

*
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Research articles. 
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